
 

 

Tweed Valley Ultra Participant Feedback: 

   

 

 “Thanks again for a fabulous race today, I’m sure all the other runners would agree it was so well organised and your 

team are very obviously outdoors enthusiasts and made for a very friendly event” Tim Warner 

“Thanks to all the HTE team for great organisation and support at yesterdays Tweed Valley 50k.  My first one – and I 

thoroughly enjoyed it” Ronnie Wilson 

“I just wanted to send a quick note to say thank you for the great race organisation and all the support we received at 

the Tweed Valley race on Sunday. Even though my brother and I were the rear end of the race it was lovely to have the 

cheer and support from all your team. My brother, who was ill, particularly took heart from the encouragement at the 

checkpoints and that cup of tea we had at the end was like nectar? I particularly appreciated the hi-viz markings in the 

forest towards the end as I tried desperately to get us there within time and without getting lost! Please pass on our 

thanks to your team, kind regards” Caroline 

“What a great race! I will be back next year!” Jenni Rees-Jenkins 



 

 

“I had the pleasure of running the 50k ultra marathon today. Please allow to say what a fantastic experience this was 

for me and how perfectly the event was organised - many congratulations and thank you very much” Markus Winkler 

“Many thanks for your great organisation of the Tweed Valley Ultra. I certainly enjoyed doing the 50k run despite some 

challenges on the way” Maryse Elliott 

“I really enjoyed the race. Your team were always friendly, the route was exceptionally well marked and all in all i 

thought it was a brilliant event” Jim Mann 

 

   

"Awesome last Ultra of the year with @HiTerrainevents Super organised & the weather was spot on!" Lucja Leonard 

"Just want to thank you for putting on a great event, i did the marathon in February so was looking forward to be back 

to the area. Was a great day and a superbly organised event., all the marshals were great, checkpoints great, the route 

directions were spot on. Couldn’t fault it.  So, thanks to you all. Hope you’re going to continue with this one next year" 

Ian Spriggs 



 

 

"Fantastic Trails. Really glad I stuck with the 65k route. The section up over the Three Brethren was spectacular. 

Hopefully be back a bit fresher next year to do it justice - although bumbling along enjoying the views and taking 

photos was not so bad ;-) Thanks to the organisers and all the lovely smiling marshals who hung about in cold waiting 

me" Audrey McIntosh . 

"A huge huge thank you to all the organisers and friendliest marshals at the race yesterday! A wonderful day and I 

really enjoyed the race" Claire McArthur. 

"Thank you for another great event!!!" Mundy Kilner 

"I would just like to say thanks for a great event, this was my first Ultra and I thoroughly enjoyed it, big thanks to all the 

marshals & helpers on the course and at the feed stations they couldn’t have been more helpful and cheerful" Christine 

Davies 

"Just a quick note to say what an excellent event today’s ultra was. Great route, even better weather and fantastic 

marshals and checkpoints" Mark Roberts 

 

   


